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RUTABAGA RAP
Abundance Food Co-op’s quarterly newsletter with articles, notes, and recipes, that
explore the food, values, and way of life that matter most to our co-op community.
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Iof nconversations
the last few months, we’ve had a lot
at the Co-op about our
Ends Policy, and how we honor the values
and commitments outlined in it, in the
day-to-day decisions we make.
If you’re not familiar with it, an Ends Policy
is the document that defines the impact
we intend to have in our community, who
benefits from the goods and services we
offer and what our priorities are. It’s an
important document and can be found
by clicking “Global Ends Policy” at the
bottom of the abundance.coop web page.
This document has become increasingly
important as we seek out the best ways
to serve the neighborhood we’re located
in and the long-time Shareholders who’ve
been the backbone of the co-op for
decades. The question we ask ourselves is:
how do we grow the co-op while staying
true to our roots and history?
The first thing the Ends Policy defines
is the products we prioritize, including
organic, local, and minimally processed and
packaged goods.You’ll see these priorities
in full-effect throughout the store with
organic options down every aisle and
in every department.You’ll also find a
selection of more than 300 individual
items in bulk. And, we’re proud to say we
work with more than 90 vendors from
the Western New York and Finger Lakes
regions.

we are doing this in 2020 is with a Co-op
Education Series that explores the role
cooperatives have played in the United
States and globally.
The first of these events is centered
around the book “Collective Courage:
A History of African American
Cooperative Economic Thought and
Practice,” exploring the formation of
black cooperatives in the face of white
supremacist terrorism. More information
about this and other events in this series
can be found on page 7.
The last thing our Ends Policy addresses
is building a “vibrant community in
support of these ends.” One way we’re
aiming to do this in the coming year is
with a re-boot of the Linkage Committee,
a Board-directed committee made up of
Shareholders interested in supporting
member-to-member communications,
Co-op education and our Ends Policy.
For more information about participation
in this group email Jon Greenbaum at
greenbaum.jon@gmail.com.
In Co+operation,

The second area our Ends Policy covers
is providing opportunities for education
about food and cooperatives. One way
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Why Choose Locally
Adapted Seed Varieties
Elizabeth Henderson, Abundance Shareholder
make up too small a market to bother
with.

During the short, dark days of early

winter, when sunshine on newly fallen
snow is a welcome break from gray
clouds, local farmers cheer themselves up
by drooling over the colorful pictures of
vegetables and flowers in seed catalogs.
December through January is the time
to plan for the next growing season and
to buy supplies like seeds. Good quality
seeds are essential to growing good crops,
especially varieties that have been selected
for growing well in our local conditions.
The farmers who grow for Abundance
seek out short season, hardy varieties
that are high in flavor and as resistant as
possible to diseases.

Seeds as Heritage
Over millennia, anonymous farmers
carefully selected and bred the crops that
we eat. All over the world farmers and
peasants believe that saving and sharing
seed is a fundamental right, though this
right is threatened by the rules of “free
trade” agreements and patent law.
Traditionally, farmers and gardeners
planted their own saved seeds or
exchanged with neighbors. In recent
decades, however, a specialized industry
has sprung up to sell seeds to farms and
gardens, and, as has been happening in
other food businesses, ownership and
control has concentrated in fewer and
fewer hands. The four biggest companies
control 60% of the entire world market
worth upwards of $28 billion.
These big seed corporations prefer
varieties that sell in large batches to the
biggest farms in major farming areas
and produce these seeds using chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. The organic
farmers and gardeners of the Northeast

The changing climate makes it all the
more urgent for farmers to find seeds
that grow well locally. With weather
swinging out of control, varieties that can
withstand extreme conditions of wetness
and drought are especially valuable.
The Seed Company Landscape
We are fortunate in the Rochester area
to have several small seed companies that
sell regionally adapted organic and nonGMO seeds. These companies have taken
the non-GMO pledge, a promise not to
carry genetically modified seed or seed
that has been contaminated.
Fruition Seeds in Naples, NY, is one of
the closest and focuses on short season
varieties that do well in this area. They
breed new varieties, grow 60% of the
seeds they sell and contract with area
farmers to grow seeds for them. They
select for early maturity, cold hardiness,
disease resistance and flavor.
Many of their varieties are open pollinated
so that you can save your own seeds for
next year. They also sell gardening supplies.
Petra Page-Mann, Fruition Seeds founder
with her partner Matt Goldfarb, teaches
how to grow crops and also how to save
seed.You can also buy packets of Fruition
Seeds at Abundance – their display can be
found at the store from mid-January on!
Other seed companies that focus
on seeds for our region include:
Fedco (fedcoseeds.com), Turtle Tree
(turtletreeseed.org), High Mowing
(highmowingseeds.com), and Johnny’s
(johnnyseeds.com). Over the past few
years, Harris Seeds, a Rochester-based
seed company since 1879, has been
increasing their organic seed offerings,
including many hybrid varieties. Although
Harris no longer has a store in Rochester,
you can order seed packets and gardening
supplies from their headquarters on Paul
Road or through the mail.

Seed Lingo
In thinking about seeds, it is important
to understand a few terms. People
tend to confuse heirloom with open
pollinated, and hybrid with GMOs. Not
all open-pollinated seeds are heirlooms.
An heirloom is a variety that is at least
50 years old and has remained a favorite
because of excellent flavor or other traits.
Though open pollinated seeds have some
variation, when you plant them you will
get a crop that resembles the parent
plants.
Hybrids are genetic crosses between
two different varieties. If you use hybrids,
you have to buy new seeds every
season because the offspring will not
grow true to the parent but revert to
the characteristics of the two different
varieties that crossed to form the hybrid.
While they may cost more, growers
often prefer hybrids because that
crossing results in good qualities like
evenly shaped heads of broccoli or high
vitamin A carrots or disease resistance.
GMOs are hybrids, but created through
breeding methods that can only occur
in a laboratory. So if you want to save
seeds, be sure to choose open-pollinated
varieties.
Choosing Local at Abundance
In January, Brittany Lucy, Abundance
Produce Manager, is holding a meeting
with the local farmers who have been
selling to Abundance as well as a few
more farmers who may also be able
to supply the store. Together with the
farmers, she will examine the list for
import substitution possibilities, asking
farmers to start some crops earlier and
grow some crops later with the long-term
goal of having a local supply year round.
As regular shoppers, you can help in this
process by shifting your diet to favor the
crops with the local labels. You can meet
the local farmers half way; as they get
better at finding locally adapted crops, you
can create better recipes for eating them.
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In Memoriam: Louis Kinsella,
South Wedge Botanical Soaps
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance

Iwhen
t’s an unseasonably warm January day
I meet with Lee Holliday to reflect

others and protected the people around
him, even if they were perfect strangers.

on the memory of her husband, Louis
Kinsella (1958-2019). He was best known
for his handmade soaps, branded with the
name of the neighborhood he held close
to his heart, South Wedge Botanical Soaps.

That desire to help others is a large part
of what drove him to develop soaps with
pure ingredients. In the front and back
yards of their small city lot, Louis grew
lavender, calendula, sage, rosemary, rose
hips and other plants that were the base
ingredients for his soaps. “He refused to
use anything artificial,” Lee tells me.

Walking into her living room Lee asks,
“You’re not allergic to cats are you?”
as Noelle, a full-figured gray and white,
saunters across the couch.
“No,” I respond politely.
“Oh good. We have four cats. Noelle is
my Christmas Eve kitty. Louis got her for
me on Christmas Eve.” Like the other
cats she and Louis acquired over the
years, Noelle, was injured when they
brought her home. As we talk, I discover
the stories Lee shares of her cats are a
perfect reflection of the heart Louis had
for the people, the planet, and all living
things that crossed his path.
More than once Lee shares that “Louis
had the kindest heart you’d ever want to
meet; he just wanted to help people.”
Helping others was “automatic” for Louis.
He didn’t think twice when Lee’s sister
was ill and needed help at home; helping
was automatic. Donating his soaps to
women’s and men’s shelters was second
nature. He would say, “Just because you’re
poor doesn’t mean you don’t want to feel
good about yourself.” He looked out for

“I worked for the City 37 years, and after
frustrating days I would come home and
dig up the yard, just dig it up.” Lee recalls.
“And then Louis came into my life and he
started planting where I was digging. And
the next thing I know, I’ve got 17 rose
bushes, sunflowers, wildflowers, lavender,
and peppermint all growing on this small
lot.”
We look out the window as she points
out the places Louis’s plants now lie
dormant in the winter months. “Usually
he’d be out there on a day like this to
clean up the plant beds and make sure
they’re ready for spring. I know it won’t be
the same this year. It’ll never be the same.”
It is evident that Lee and Louis were soul
mates, best friends. In the background
Stevie Wonder’s, Another Star, plays on
the TV. “He was my star,” she says. “He
didn’t shine real bright, but he was a little
diamond, he made everyone around him
shine a little brighter. He was a light that
you hardly know is there until it’s gone.”
“I remember the first time
he came to my house, he
called me and said ‘I’m on
Caroline Street and looking
for someone to serenade,
where are you?’” It’s as
if she can hear his voice
echoing in her memory as
she describes it, “a perfect
tenor,” she says.
“He was an educator too. It
came natural to him. When

kids would walk by the yard and show
interest in the plants, he’d talk to them. He
wanted people to feel like the earth was
theirs; we just needed to discover what to
do with it.”
As we talk, friends stop by to surprise Lee
and they join the conversation. Kay tells
the story of her own father, “Just before
he passed he said to me, don’t cry for
me – I rode till the wheels fell off.” Kay
wraps her arms around her friend and
says, “I seen you and Louis together and
that’s what you did – rode till the wheels
fell off.”
I ask Lee, “If there was one thing you
wanted people to know about Louis, what
would it be?”
“He was exactly who he projected himself
to be,” she says, “the person you met at
the Farmer’s Market or tabling in Star
Alley - that was Louis. There was not a
pretentious bone in his body. He was
loving and he was natural with every
person he met.”
Louis sold his soaps and balms at
Farmer’s Markets, Abundance, and events
throughout the community. Abundance
is now home to two of Louis’s very large
aloe plants, located by the South Avenue
windows. When you walk by them the
next time you shop, I invite you to reflect
on the people who fill your life with
happiness, as Louis did for Lee.
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Rethink Your List: and Other Ways
to Shop the Co-op on a Budget
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance

While we work hard to maintain
competitive prices at the Co-op, it’s
not always possible. There are a few
reasons this can happen. First, as a small,
independent grocer, the co-op doesn’t
have the same purchasing power as the
big box stores so we can’t get the same
discounts or dictate prices to distributors
like competitors with more purchasing
power.
Second, we value the farmers and foodmakers we work with and want to be
sure they are getting a fair price for the
products they offer. Third, sustainable,
organic foods that are not highly
processed can take more resources
to produce or have shorter shelf lives,
impacting cost.
With all of that said, we know it is not
always possible to incur a higher cost of
food in order to support small businesses
and sustainable practices. So, here are a
few ways you might consider shopping the
Co-op on a budget.
1. Rethink Your List
Writing a grocery list can be a habitual
reminder of the foods we take comfort in.
Big brands rely on these habits to ensure
their products keep showing up on our
shelves. Instead of writing your grocery
list based on what you’ve always bought,
try starting your list with food categories
(produce, meat/protein, dairy, breads,
etc.) and then check the sales flyers to
fill in these categories with items that
are on sale.You may find yourself trying
new foods this way, in addition to taking
advantage of sales.
At Abundance, we’ve got three primary

discount programs, the Organic Produce
Weekly Specials, bi-weekly
Co+op Deals, and Co+op
Basics. Shareholders can
also benefit from the
monthly Shareholder
Savings discount program.
Flyers for each of these can
be found at abundance.
coop under “Ways to
Save.”
2. Choose Bulk
We LOVE bulk at Abundance
- for a lot of reasons. Giving
customers the flexibility to bring their
own containers which means
reducing the packaging waste
that ends up in landfills. Another
is the option to buy just as much
as you need (also a good way to reduce
food waste).
Buying in bulk can generally be less
expensive than buying pre-packaged
alternatives. In addition to staples like
nuts, legumes, and flours, you’ll find soaps,
shampoo, cooking oils, herbs and spices,
teas, coffee and more in the bulk section.
3. Watch for Flash Sales
Flash sales are guaranteed discounts from
our distributors on seasonal produce.
They come up more often in the spring,
summer and fall. Watch for them on our
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram pages.
4. Special Order What You Love
Do you have a favorite product you know
you’ll buy again and again? Consider
buying it by the case as a special order.
Special orders have a lower mark-up
which means a lower cost to you. Stop

by the Service Desk to ask about your
favorite items.
5. Become a Shareholder
One of the perks of becoming a
Shareholder is saving 10% once a
month when you shop. There are also
Shareholder Savings, appreciation
discounts, coupons throughout the year,
and lower costs on special orders.
6. Discover FLOWER
If you’re on SNAP, TANF, WIC, benefit
from the School Lunch Program or
receive other public assistance, you could
save 10% off your groceries every time
you shop with the FLOWER program.
By incorporating some of these ideas into
your buying habits you may even find that
it’s easier to shop the Co-op on a budget
than first imagined.
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Discovering the Co-op Movement:
A Co-op Education Series
Jon Greenbaum, Board Member

A
bundance is a specific kind of co-op, a consumer cooperative. There are other types as well: worker co-ops, purchasing
cooperatives, childcare co-ops, cooperative banks, and more. This year, we’ll explore the cooperative model together; looking at the
social and historical context of cooperatives in America and overseas with a series of presentations and conversations we hope will
inspire a deeper appreciation for Abundance as more than a grocery store, but as a participant in a larger cooperative movement.
Collective Courage: A History of
African American Cooperative
Economic Thought and Practice
Tuesday, March 3, 5:30-7:30pm

Food Co-ops in America:
Communities, Consumption,
and Economic Democracy
Monday, August 24, 6-7pm

Dr. Jessica Gordon Nembhard’s
groundbreaking book details the
critical role cooperative economics
has played in African-American
strategies for economic development
and independence. Major figures
in black history, W.E.B. DuBois, Ella
Baker, Marcus Garvey, Fannie Lou Hamer,
Halana Wilson and A. Phillip Randolph were all involved
in cultivating cooperatives. Gordon Nembhard details the
courageous path from mutual aid societies and organized labor
to form black cooperatives in the face of white supremacist
terrorism.

Abundance grew out of the Genesee
Co-op, a non-profit arts organization
that shared many characteristics
of natural food co-ops in the 60s
and 70s, an emphasis on bulk,
unprocessed and organic foods.
However, this is only half of the
story of food co-ops in America.

This presentation will include a video and panel discussion
will include Lomax Campbell, Director Mayor’s Office of
Community Wealth Building, and others.

Mondragon: We Build the Road as We Travel
Tuesday, May 26, 6-7:30
The Basques are a minority group in Spain, with their own
language and history. For much of Spanish history, the Basques
had to struggle against Spanish oppression and exploitation.
Picasso’s famous painting, Guernica, was an anti-war statement
against the Nazi bombing of the Basque city while the Nazis
were supporting Spain’s fascist dictator, Francisco Franco,
against the Spanish Republicans allied with the autonomous
Basques.
In the midst of Franco’s rule, the Basques developed their
own cooperative network of factories, supermarkets, housing
and banking. Over half of their economy is collectively
owned. The cooperative continues to this day a testament to
human solidarity and mutual aid despite messy democratic
imperfection. All over the world the Mondragon Cooperative
is seen as a viable and compelling model.
This presentation will include a video and group discussion
facilitated by Jon Greenbaum, Abundance Board Secretary and
long-time Shareholder.

Food co-ops also flourished during the Great Depression with
a history that includes urban and suburban workers joining
together to withstand predatory economic forces to stabilize
economic activity in their communities. The book also covers
the colorful 2nd wave history of co-ops as baby boomers,
disenchanted with the corporatization of the American diet,
turned to natural foods. This presentation will include a Skype
interview with the author and a group discussion

Building a Solidarity
Economy in Jackson, MS
Monday, November 16, 6-7pm
Jackson, Mississippi is now home
to one of the most audacious
American economic initiatives
based on economic democracy
and the solidarity economy.
Cooperation Jackson is a
movement drawing on the Black liberation organizing tradition
and is modeled on Mondragon and Emilia Romagna, an Italian
region featuring a network of manufacturing cooperatives.
The cooperative currently operates an urban farming
collaborative, a small business incubator and lawn care co-op.
They are building a cafe and catering operation, and buying
vacant lots to create a community land trust.
This presentation will include a Skype interview with
representatives of the Cooperation Jackson initiative and
panel discussion with Shenzy Scipione, Metro Justice Municipal
Electricity and Howie Hawkins, Worker Co-op Organizer.
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Book Review: Collective Courage
Jon Greenbaum, Board Member

D
r. Jessica Gordon Nembhard’s book,
Collective Courage: A History of African
American Cooperative Economic Thought
and Practice, is a breakthrough work that
is helping change conversations around
economic development throughout the
United States.
When Dr. Gordon Nembhard first got
interested in using cooperative models in
community economic development, she
was constantly met with the response
that, as she puts it, “black people don’t do
co-ops.” And when she went to a co-op
meeting she was usually the only African
American there.
However, it is widely known that W.E.B.
DuBois was a proponent of cooperatives
for black economic self-determination,
writing about it for years as editor of
the NAACP magazine, The Crisis. And so
her historical excavation began. In her
interviews with colleagues, friends and
relatives, people gradually uncovered
memories of cooperatives.
And what an incredible story. Collective
Courage provides a litany of black
cooperative initiatives dating back to the
late 19th century; some enticing short
snippets derived from brief mentions
in articles, while others are better
documented and more fleshed out.

Equally interesting is her description, in
an interview with Grassroots Economic
Organizing, of how she uncovered some
of the connections. National Council
of Negro Women President, Dorothy
Height, mentioned in her autobiography
that she helped fund the first purchase
of pigs for Fannie Lou Hamer’s Freedom
Farm, an initiative that was less of a
formal cooperative than firmly rooted
economic self-determination. Dr. Gordon
Nembhard used this lead to then find
more information in Fannie Lou Hamer’s
personal papers.
In his autobiography, John Lewis briefly
mentioned that one of his first jobs was a
co-op developer in the early 1960s. Lewis,
of course, chaired the Southern NonViolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
working with legendary organizer Ella
Baker, who was the Director of the
Young Negro Cooperative League in
the 1930’s. Dr. Gordon Nembhard
insightfully points out that Baker’s SNCC
organizing, deeply democratic and
focused on women’s full participation, was
informed by her formative experience
organizing cooperatives during the Great
Depression.
The book’s title, Collective Courage, is
a frame for the stories of cooperative
struggle that grew out of racist economic
exclusion in the
reconstruction era and
beyond. However, any
attempt at economic selfdetermination on the part
of recently emancipated
Blacks was frequently met
with furious brutality and
economic retribution.
Cooperatives were a
survival strategy with no
certainty of success.

The Federation of Southern Cooperatives is a association of
black farmers, landowners and cooperatives active today.

Dr. Gordon Nembhard
eschews personal stories
and focuses instead
on recurring themes,
underlying values and
shared strategies.
Collective Courage

highlights the
critical role
that mutual aid
societies played
as a precursor to
formal co-ops.
Frequently,
these fraternal
organizations
provided
insurance,
funeral
benefits, care for orphans, shared
farming equipment and pooled capital.
The Knights of Labor also supported
cooperative interracial economic
initiatives. These groups came together
under the Colored Farmers’ National
Alliance and Co-operative Union, the
largest black organization of its time.
However, formal Black cooperatives, based
on the Rochdale cooperative principles,
picked up momentum in the 1930s. Study
circles also emerged as a strategy running
through most Black cooperative start-ups
in the 20th century.
Halena Wilson, President of the Chicago
Ladies Auxiliary of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, was instrumental
in getting A. Phillip Randolph on board.
Randolph spoke on behalf of cooperative
initiatives, wrote about cooperatives
in national publications and attended
meetings. Wilson got study groups off the
ground in over a dozen cities.
Cooperatives such as the Brotherhood
Consumer Cooperative in Chicago
grew out of the study groups. This study
group strategy was also followed by the
Young Negro Cooperative League, the
Federation of Southern Cooperatives,
historical black colleges and universities,
Negro Cooperative Guild and many
smaller initiatives, operating outside of any
support from a national organization.
Collective Courage reveals a riveting history
that is particularly relevant today. We are
looking forward to the panel discussion
on March 3 at Abundance.You can learn
more about this and other events in the
Co-op Education Series on page 7.
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Perennials and Climate Change
Michael Hannen, Shareholder

T
he best part of shopping at a Coop is that it’s more than a store. It’s a
community. And everyone contributes to
make the best community we can have.
My contribution has been donating plants
free of charge for re-sale in the store.
Since Abundance began selling my plants,
some Shareholders have expressed
concern that not all of the plants are
natives. But non-native is not always a
bad thing. Many non-native plants can
make valuable contributions to our everchanging, and stressed eco-system.
My specialty is growing plants that are
rare and different, that will work as
habitat, and pollinator plants. I have
discovered that many of our local natives
are not blooming or thriving the way they
have in past years due to climate change,
and continuously inconsistent weather
conditions.
The new reality is that we have greatly
fluctuating temperatures and long periods
of drought. These conditions are quite
new over the last five years for Western
New York, and the changes have taken a
toll on many of our native species.
I hunt down and trial plants from around
the world that thrive in drought, and
other challenging conditions. I trial many
of them for up to four years before they
are offered for sale. I pay attention to how
they bloom, and spread, and make sure
they won’t be invasive (I don’t sell those).
I buy new plants from nurseries that have
a similar mission as mine -to be good

stewards of the environment. I research
each variety and learn everything about
the plant so when asked, I can share
accurate information about how they will
thrive in your garden if you amend the
soil in each hole when you plant it, and
benefit the habitat and wildlife in your
neighborhood.
The plants I donate to Abundance are
carefully chosen to reflect the mission of
Abundance to sell sustainable and healthy
products. I often have plants for sale that
are not available anywhere else, at below
market prices to make them affordable
to Shareholders. I believe that we need
to protect our environment and wildlife
now more than ever. Thousands of animals
and plant species are now in trouble.Your
garden could be one of the few places
that these lost species have a chance to
grow and survive.
At the same time, many work as
pollinator and habitat alternatives for
our native animals. Many of these plants
thrive and bloom in shade and sun. They
also attract more beneficial insects and
birds than some of our best well known
native plants. They help with soil erosion,
and many bloom better and longer.
They thrive better during our hotter,
dryer summers, and our newly mild, and
fluctuating winters.
Many of these plants are better behaved
than the best native habitat plants, and
many supply double or triple the pollen
which is important for our struggling
bees. The alternatives that I offer may be
key to keeping some of our stressed and
declining wildlife alive.

I invite you to begin thinking differently
about what you plant and to be a bit more
adventurous in what you add to your
garden. Given the quickly changing global
climate, you might be growing a plant that
is extinct somewhere else.
Climate change will require us to
adapt quickly, and to be open minded.
Incorporating some non-native plants into
your garden might just save some native
species in the long run.

PINNACLE
YOGA
Hatha yoga in a friendly
neighborhood studio.
Not sure which end is up?
Our classes will help. See our
schedule online or on Facebook.

Cooperatively owned,
community grown!
Support local, fair-trade and sustainable food!
Becoming an Abundance Shareholder.
Learn more at abundance.coop/ownership.
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Carl Hoffman, Instructor
99 Crosman Terr.
Upper Monroe Neighborhood
585-473-2949
pinnacleyoga@hotmail.com
www.pinnacle-yoga.com

My Year at the Co-op
Melinda McAuliff, Abundance

When I joined the Co-op as the
Marketing Manager just over a year ago,

could not forsee, was how the Co-op
would influence me in the coming year.

given to greens each morning when the
Produce department is set up.

I was making a significant transition back
into the workplace after spending the first
year of my daughter’s life at home with
her. I was excited to make this change
with Abundance. Its values aligned with
mine, it was in my neighborhood, and if I
was going to trade daily playtime with my
little one, this seemed like a pretty good
crowd to spend that time with. What I

The first time I fell perfectly in love with
Abundance produce was when I cut into
an Equal Exchange avocado.These organic,
fair-trade avocados always greeted me
with the brightest green hue once halfed,
unlike the ones I’d given up buying from
other grocers. And Abundance lettuce
always lasted longer at home than others,
which I attribute to the extra care

About a month after I started working
here, I was introduced to Jon Steinman
and his book, Grocery Story:The Promise
of Food Co-ops in the Age of Grocery Giants.
I read a pre-release copy before his
visit here last April and discovered how
important co-ops are to the grocery
eco-system and local economies. This is
when I decided to become a Shareholder.
continued on page 11

Professional
Organizing &
Lifestyle
Coaching

Sign up with DRS and Earn a

$50 ABUNDANCE
GIFT CARD
BAER ROAD SOLAR FARM
CALLICOON, NY

Shared community solar

spacialclarity.com

No panels on your property
Receive 10% off your utility rate
No added cost, only savings

Rochester
Feldenkrais

GO GREEN and SAVE GREEN
Great for renters, homeowners, and
businesses alike

In Partnership with

Each Solar Farm offsets 5 million
pounds of carbon emissions annually

Samuel H. Nelson, Ph. D.

Certified Feldenkrais Practitioner
1501 East Ave., Suite 108,
Rochester, NY
585-271-5296
samnel@aol.com
rochesterfeldenkrais.com

Mention this promo!
845.414.3491
www.DelawareRiverSolar.com
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Ken’s Kookery: Nearly Bakeless Pie
Kenneth Rich, Shareholder

Iturnn theGollum-ish
hallucinatory dark of the year we
and ravenous. The cure is
pie. Not a bite, not a sliver, not a half slice.
Give us NOW a precious, sloppy piece
of...
Well, not quite bakeless! I like a standard
baked butter and pastry-flour crust, which
bakes in 10 minutes if not filled. Or make
a crushed graham cracker or nut crust.
Or buy a crust. Or make a crustless pie,
but, er, hmmph.
Tiring of pumpkin pie languishing in the
oven ghastly long because my test probe
keeps coming up as clean as politics, I was
making a chocolate cream pie the other
week, a stovetop pie filling, and thought, “I
could make most any pie this way!”
2 cups steamed squash
( or a can of pumpkin)
1/2 cup agave/maple syrup mix
1 cup plain Ripple
(or other “milk”)
Bring squashy stuff to a simmer in a sauce
pan. Mix the following separately in a cup:
2 tablespoons corn starch
1 tablespoon cinnamon
2 teaspoons ginger
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons water

When the pumpkin/squash is burbling,
mix in the wet spice-starch mixture and
quickly stir until thick, only a couple
minutes.
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Turn off the heat, stir in the vanilla, and
spoon the mix into pie shells.
This technique of getting the main nonstarch ingredients hot before mixing in
the cool, wet, starchy mix, also minimizes
tedious stirring of chocolate or apple
or any pudding pie filling, while still
preventing lumpishness and burning.
Surprise layer pie: Half fill pie crusts with
pumpkin and disguise with slanderous
billows of chocolate cream pie filling. For
layer pie, the flavors need to contrast
and wrestle. Strengthen with an extra
tablespoon of cocoa powder for the
chocolate cream, or an extra teaspoon or
so of cinnamon/ginger for the pumpkin.
Neither should win. Best served with
Gay Lea whipped-coconut-in-a-can or a
neighboring dairy-based alternative.
The 16th letter of the Greek alphabet is
Pi and it is shaped like a table because, if
you have a table, Pie is what belongs on it.
Fact!

My Year at the Co-op
continued from page 10
For me, owning my grocery store was
about more than membership perks or
discounts, it was about supporting a big
idea - one that says there is a better way,
a more sustainable way, to “do capitalism”
as one Board Member put it at last year’s
Shareholder meeting.
The next phase of my journey with the
Co-op has had sustainability at its core.
Last summer, one of our Shareholders
questioned the use of plastic wrap
covering containers of local tomatoes.
At first, there was resistance to the push
back but she persisted and we questioned
the practice. And then we stopped using

plastic wrap. It was a small change unto
itself but it forced us to question the
things we did simply because that was
how they’d been done.
Not long after that, we started the
campaign to eliminate single-use plastic
bags. In that time, I made the shift
personally, not only to reusable grocery
bags but reusable produce bags, and filling
my own containers in bulk. I started
seeing the excess of plastic in my garbage
at home. It had always been there, but for
the first time, I was really seeing it.
The next shift came after connecting

with Impact Earth at the RocVeg Fest
in September. I started learning more
about the impact of organic waste in our
landfills and feeling irresponsible when
organics landed in my garbage at home.
Since then, we’ve brought composting
back to Abundance with Impact Earth and
organic waste at home now goes to my
Community Composting bin.
As I prepare for the next journey in my
career, I am leaving the Co-op as a better
version of myself. My hope is that I have
also had a similiar impact on Abundance
and the people I have been privileged to
know in my time here.
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OPENSKYYOGA.COM

François Raoult,
Director

The mind
is like a parachute,
it does not work
if it’s not open.
—FRANK

ZAPPA

Carla Anselm
Michael Amy
Andrea Escos
Becky Lyons
Rick Lynch
Heidi Friederich
Kinga Kondor-Hine
Mary Aman
Tom Battley

Yoga classes. All levels. Free Trial.
200 hour ESSENTIAL YOGA TEACHER TRAINING
December 2020 - June 2021
with Francois Raoult, Carla Anselm, Michael Amy, Sonam Targee & Dr. Douglas Brooks

INTERNATIONAL RETREATS in India, Crete and Mexico
Join us on facebook.com/YogaWave

yogawave@rochester.rr.com
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